Words are of immense importance to our understanding of others. They provide a window into people's thoughts and feelings, their intentions and their biases. As such they are of paramount significance when seeking to understand others' perceptions of the world (Holtgraves, 2010). As we think about this world of words, however, it becomes readily apparent that there exists a multitude of words that, at face value, appear to convey similar meanings. For example, we could always just say we “like” or “dislike” an object when we evaluate it. Instead, we turn to words such as “beneficial” or “harmful,” or perhaps even “wonderful” or “disgusting.” We seem to have an abundance of ways to express the general positivity or negativity we have associated with an object. Why might this be? Why does our language provide us with so many similar words to convey our liking or disliking?

Given this wide range of available language, it appears that our words have more or less subtle distinctions that help us to communicate our internal thoughts and emotions. For this particular paper, we are interested in what these distinctions might tell us about individuals’ underlying attitudes. For example, when we describe our smartphone as “wonderful” instead of “helpful,” what does that say about the attitudes we hold? One possibility we wish to focus on is that when we use the word “wonderful,” we are describing an attitude that is not only more extreme, but also one that has some basis on emotion. The word “helpful,” however, is one that may be primarily based on cognition—that is, beliefs about the object and its properties.

This distinction between attitudes based on affect versus those based on cognition has been of great interest to researchers for a number of decades both for its theoretical and practical implications. For example, researchers interested in prejudice measured the cognitive basis of individuals’ attitudes toward minority groups by asking them to list their stereotypes and symbolic beliefs (e.g., values that are
facilitated or hindered by the target group; Haddock, Zanna, & Esses, 1993). These researchers then measured individuals' affective basis by having them list the feelings or emotions they experienced when seeing, meeting, or thinking about members of this group. When predicting overall attitudes toward minority groups, they found that both the cognitive and affective bases were significant contributors to individuals' summary evaluations. Additionally, researchers have found that individuals are relatively more persuaded by an argument when that argument's appeals match the basis of individuals' attitudes for that attitude object (Fabrigar & Petty, 1999). When their attitude is based primarily on affect, individuals are relatively more persuaded by arguments that are also based on affect, and vice-versa for more cognitively-based attitudes. Relatedly, from an individual difference perspective, individuals who generally base their attitudes on affect across a range of attitude objects are more persuaded by an affective appeal for a novel product while those who tend to base their attitudes more on cognition are less persuaded by this same appeal (Huskinson & Haddock, 2004). Finally, it has been theorized, and some evidence found, that affectively-based attitudes are more accessible in memory than cognitively-based attitudes (Fazio, 1995; Van den Berg, Manstead, van der Pligt, & Wigboldus, 2006). Attitudes that are more accessible are more likely to direct attention, more stable over time, and more likely to drive subsequent behavior (Fazio, 1995). All of these findings demonstrate the importance of understanding the contribution of affective versus cognitive bases to the attitudes that people develop.

Given this interest in the affective and cognitive bases of attitudes, different approaches also exist to measure these bases. Early research, for example, often utilized study-specific measures that did not easily transfer to different attitude objects. These scales were often tailored to a single object. For example, when eliciting evaluations of political candidates, researchers asked participants to state, for instance, whether the candidates made them feel “angry” or “helpful” to measure the affective basis of individuals' attitudes, and how “honest” and “knowledgeable” they seemed to measure the cognitive basis (e.g., Abelson, Kinder, Peters, & Fiske, 1982; Lavine, Thomson, Zanna, & Borgida, 1998). As is apparent, these words would not readily apply to a diverse range of attitude objects. The difficulty in applying these idiosyncratic scales to different objects also meant that it would be difficult to compare results across studies. Finally, this diversity of scales also led to idiosyncratic definitions of affectively-based attitudes. While some studies focused on emotion-related terms, others equated affect with general evaluations (e.g., very favorable to very unfavorable; Norman, 1975).

Due to these issues, researchers have sought solutions for measuring attitude bases that can be compared across a wide range of attitude objects. These solutions have tended to fall into two different categories. One approach is more open-ended (e.g., Eagly, Mladinic, & Otto, 1994; Haddock & Zanna, 1998; Haddock et al., 1993) and the other is more “closed” (e.g., Crites, Fabrigar, & Petty, 1994). The open-ended approach requires that individuals introspect on each aspect of their attitudes singly and create a list of their beliefs and a separate list of their emotions they had regarding a particular attitude object. After creating these lists, participants would then rate the implied valence associated with each belief and emotion they listed. Researchers could then calculate the average valence associated with each list to predict individuals' scalar ratings of their overall summary attitudes and, in that way, understand whether attitudes toward the particular object were generally based relatively more on affect or cognition. The more “closed” approach, on the other hand, avoided the step of asking respondents to list relevant beliefs and emotions. Instead, using the Crites et al. measure, participants responded to a set of three scales: one set focused on measuring the affective basis, one on the cognitive basis, and one measuring individuals’ summary evaluation. The affect semantic differential scales required individuals to select a position on a scale that “best described their feelings toward the object” (love/hateful, delighted/sad, acceptance/disgusted, etc.) while the cognitive scales required participants to select a position on the scale that “best described the traits or characteristics of the object” (useful/useless, wise/foolish, beneficial/harmful, etc.). Each set of scales, then, required that individuals assess and report on the different possible bases of their attitudes toward an object.

In the current paper, we considered another way to assess attitudes and their bases in an even richer and more flexible manner and one that would allow researchers to test new hypotheses that lead to advances in social psychological theory. In particular, we became interested in the varying connotations of evaluative adjectives, as exemplified, for instance, by the semantic anchors utilized by Crites et al. (1994). They used words like those we mentioned at the beginning of this paper: “beneficial,” “harmful,” “disgusted,” etc. Researchers' intuitive use of these various words, in and of itself, suggests that the words may differ in the extent to which they imply evaluations based on affect or cognition. Would it be possible to analyze words like these and then use that information to better understand individuals' attitudes toward different objects? Is it possible to quantify adjectives like these and what they imply so that when individuals use them we can obtain an enhanced understanding of their underlying attitudes?

Concentrating on these kinds of words and quantifying them would allow us to create a tool that has a number of methodological benefits. First, if we were to simply have participants select words from a predefined list, we would only have to ask them a single question: “which of the following words best describe your attitude toward this object?” As noted earlier, measures of attitude basis often require individuals to introspect on their emotions and beliefs and then list them one-by-one (e.g., Eagly et al., 1994; Haddock et al., 1993). This is likely quite difficult for many participants and, indeed, can lead to missing data from individuals who struggle to list any reactions at all (as in Crites et al., 1994; see also Haddock & Zanna, 1998). Instead of responding to direct questions that require them to introspect and focus on either the affective or the cognitive basis of their attitudes singly, participants could simply select those words that best reflected their attitude. Our approach would give individuals the freedom to choose words – ones that imply affect to differential degrees – that seemed to fit their evaluation regardless of the evaluation's affective and/or cognitive basis. In essence, we could utilize individuals' naturalistic use of different evaluative terms and leverage the denotations and connotations of those specific words. Second, we could increase the efficiency of measuring individuals' attitudes. The open-ended measures require a great deal of time and effort for the respondents to introspect, enumerate, and then rate their emotions and beliefs. The Crites et al. (1994) measure requires participants to respond to numerous separate scales for each attitude object (19 in that specific research), some of which focus attention on feelings toward the object in question and some of which focus attention on the traits or characteristics of the object. Our approach would again ask only a single question with a limited number of response options. Furthermore, given that a single word can communicate multiple aspects of an individual's attitude, a minimal number of selections are required that nevertheless have the potential to provide information regarding multiple variables. Third, this approach would also allow us to measure individuals’ attitudes across a range of settings. While the tool we create could be used within a laboratory setting by having individuals select those words that best represent their attitude from a list, it is flexible in that it could also be used to analyze pre-existing text or speech databases that are evaluative in nature (e.g., Amazon.com product reviews, as we demonstrate in Study 3). Expanding the range of domains that researchers could use to measure attitudes and their bases would allow for converging evidence across multiple, diverse samples and enhance the potential for asking new and interesting questions.

Importantly, such an approach could also help to bring attention to an overlooked distinction in the attitudes literature, that between extremity and emotionality. Indeed, to our knowledge, there has not been an attempt to distinguish these two constructs empirically. For
instance, past research has suggested that when positivity and negativity conflict, the valence that is based more on emotion tends to be more related to summary evaluations (Lavine et al., 1998). The conclusion that emotionality in-and-of itself is integral to these effects, however, may not be warranted. This research assessed emotionality by whether participants indicated “yes” or “no” if they felt hopeful, proud, angry, afraid, etc. in regard to a political figure. Yet, indicating “yes” to an emotion may also indicate greater extremity of the associated valence. To say that a politician makes one feel, for example, “angry” suggests extreme negativity toward the politician. Is it the emotionality or the extremity that matters? That is, did the negativity relate more to the summary evaluation than the conflicting positivity because the negativity was more emotional or because it was more extreme?

Emotional reactions may influence summary judgments more readily due to their extremity. However, there may be other sources of emotionality’s influence as well. Indeed, emotionality’s influence may also stem from its perceived diagnosticity (Fazio, 1995). Because emotion emanates from the person him/herself, it can be perceived by that person as all the more diagnostic of his/her attitude. Contrast this to a more cognitively-based attitude, which relies relatively more on probabilistic knowledge one has acquired about the properties of an object and, hence, is less related to the person him/herself. The perceived diagnosticity of emotionality, in turn, may influence individuals as they arrive at a summary evaluation of the object.

This is all to simply point out that emotionality and extremity likely covary and yet, theoretically, we can assess the separable influences of the two. If adjectives connote not only valence, but also the emotionality and extremity of that valence, then it should be possible to assess the unique contributions of both emotionality and extremity.

Our goal for the current paper is to validate a general approach to measuring individuals’ attitudes through their use of different words and then use this approach to investigate the possibility that there are separable effects of attitude extremity and emotionality. To do so, we looked to enumerate and then quantify a list of words that are often used to describe evaluations of a wide range of objects. We therefore focused on those words that are descriptive by their very nature: adjectives. Adjectives are particularly important when expressing attitudes because they are essentially communicators’ attempts to describe an object and their favorability toward it (e.g., as beneficial, terrible, fantastic). Our general approach is to first obtain normative ratings of each adjective’s implied valence, extremity, and emotionality, and then use these normative ratings in place of that adjective whenever individuals use it to express their evaluations.

Study 1

In this first study our goal was to create a list of adjectives that could be quantified and then utilized as a tool for measuring attitudes and their basis in subsequent research.

Method

Judges

One hundred and forty participant judges from the Mechanical Turk website participated. Judges ranged from 18 to 73 years old (M = 38). The data from seven were excluded because they failed an attention check within the survey. One other was excluded for not being a native English speaker. A total of 132 judges remained for subsequent analyses (70 males; 62 females).

Procedure

Because we are interested in using them as a tool across a wide range of possible attitude objects, the adjectives we identified predominantly originated from a large list of adjectives that had been used in past work in our lab as stimuli for the evaluative priming procedure (e.g., Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Kardes, 1986). The adjectives were required to fit a number of characteristics for inclusion in the current project. First, they were required to be evaluative in nature and have obvious positive or negative denotations. Adjectives such as “big” or “typical” have no consistent valence associated with them and therefore were not included on our list. Second, we selected adjectives that seemed to represent a wide range of valence, extremity, and emotionality. In regard to emotionality, for example, the words “wise” and “terrific” are both clearly positive, but seem to differ in the extent to which they imply emotionality. Finally, we selected adjectives that were applicable across multiple domains. The word “terrific,” for example, could be used to describe stimuli in general — anything from a person, place, object, idea, or action. This criterion eliminated adjectives that provided very specific denotative meanings — e.g., trait terms such as “honest” which apply solely to people. The end result was a list of 94 adjectives that was reasonably exhaustive with respect to the adjectives having both an evaluative connotation and broad applicability (see the Appendix for all adjectives).

Judges were asked to rate each of the 94 evaluative adjectives either on their implied valence (N = 68) or their implied emotionality (N = 64). Those rating implied valence were given the instructions: When we evaluate an object, person, or event, we often use terms such as those listed on the next page. Some evaluative terms imply a negative evaluation and some a positive evaluation. Using the scale on the next page, please rate the evaluation implied by each term.

Next to each of the 94 adjectives, judges were given a 0 (Very negative) to 9 (Very positive) scale to rate each adjective.

Those rating implied emotionality were given the instructions: Sometimes when we evaluate an object, person, or event, we do so on the basis of an emotional reaction to the object, person, or event. That is, our emotions determine whether we conclude that we like or dislike the object, person, or event. Indeed, some evaluative terms appear to imply that the evaluation was arrived at on the basis of emotion. Using the scale on the next page, please rate the extent to which each term implies an evaluation based on emotion.

Judges were given a 0 (Not at all emotional) to 9 (Very emotional) scale to rate each adjective.

Results

Three variables of interest can be extracted from our measures: valence, emotionality, and extremity. To compute the implied valence and emotionality for each adjective we simply averaged these scores across participants. At the level of participants’ individual ratings, extremity was calculated as the absolute value of the valence rating minus the midpoint of the scale (abs(Valence — 4.5)). This deviation from the midpoint was then averaged across participants for each adjective.

The means and standard deviations for each of the three variables are presented for each adjective in the Appendix. The averaged valence ratings for the adjectives ranged from 0.40 to 8.71 (M = 4.55; SD = 3.11), emotionality ratings ranged from 2.45 to 7.61 (M = 5.27; SD = 1.45), and extremity ratings ranged from .63 to 4.21 (M = 3.04; SD = .80). These wide ranges indicate there is substantial variability in the connotations of the various adjectives. The adjectives differ not only in the favorability that they imply, but also the emotionality that they connote.¹ We can also investigate the associations between the variables. As two different groups of participants rated valence and emotionality

¹ The reader may also be interested in the coherence of judgments between males and females. To assess this, we calculated means for the adjectives separately for male and female judges. The correlation between these two sets was extremely high for both emotionality (r(92) = .92, p < .001) and valence (r(92) = .99, p < .001), indicating that males and females converged with respect to their ordering of the adjectives on the dimensions of interest.
separately, we computed correlations at the level of the adjectives averaged across the raters. As would be expected from a list of adjectives that are representative of a wide range of valence and emotionality, there was no correlation between these two variables \((r(92) = -0.14, p = .18)\). We can investigate this same relation between valence and extremity. There was also no significant correlation \((r(92) = -0.06, p = .56)\). These analyses demonstrate that the positive and negative adjectives in our list do not differ in the extent to which they imply an attitude based on emotion or the extent to which they imply extremity.

Although the past literature has provided no direct evidence that it is the case, intuitively, emotionality likely covaries with extremity. We can assess the relationship between these two variables for our adjectives. Indeed, there was an association such that adjectives rated as more emotional by the one set of judges were also rated as more extreme by the other set of judges \((r(92) = .63, p < .001)\). Although there is a moderate association between these two variables, it is readily apparent that they are not the same. For example, although they are approximately equivalent in their extremity, the positive adjectives “perfect,” “excellent,” and “magnificent” are increasingly emotional. Likewise, “useless,” “terrible,” and “repulsive” vary considerably in their implied emotionality, despite being rated similarly with respect to their extremity.

**Discussion**

The results of Study 1 provide a first step toward validating our general approach. In this study we enumerated a broad set of adjectives and then quantified these adjectives along three dimensions using a large sample of participant judges. The Evaluative Lexicon (EL) included information regarding the valence, extremity, and implied emotionality of 94 adjectives.

It is important to point out that the ratings elicited from the separate sets of judges corresponded in important and meaningful ways. For the creation of a tool, it was important that there not be correlations between valence and either extremity or emotionality, which could bias subsequent analyses using the EL. Given the null correlation between valence and these other two variables, we can say that at least at the level of our adjectives there appears to be no inherent bias for positivity to be more extreme or emotional than negativity or vice versa. Also important, however, is that there was a significant correlation between extremity and emotionality. This finding accords with the intuition that stronger emotional reactions should be associated with more extreme evaluations. The correlation is not so strong, however, as to indicate that these two variables represent the same construct. To our knowledge, this is the first evidence showing that attitude emotionality and extremity covary, but that they are separable.

More generally, it is also worth noting that the results of our study indicate that individuals were able to judge the implied valence, extremity, and emotionality of adjectives. Indeed, many of the words that the judges rated as highly emotional were also words that have been used in past research to anchor scales measuring individuals’ affectively-based attitudes (e.g., “disgusted,” “excited,” “joyful”), while those rated as relatively low in implied emotionality corresponded to past scales measuring individuals’ cognitively-based attitudes (e.g., “useful,” “beneficial,” “unhealthy”). At the very least, then, it appears that when asked to analyze these words, individuals are able to discern their meaning across multiple dimensions and that this understanding matches that of previous researchers. Whether individuals’ actual use of evaluative adjectives provides information about their attitudes is the subject of our subsequent studies in this paper.

**Study 2**

Although individuals were able to meaningfully order the adjectives based on their valence, extremity, and emotionality when asked to, it is less clear whether these adjectives accurately reflect individuals’ underlying attitudes. Particularly important for the current study was that our general approach could distinguish not only the valence of an individual’s attitude, but also the nature of the information upon which individuals are basing their attitudes. To this end, we looked to further validate our approach by experimentally creating attitudes in the laboratory that varied in known ways on valence as well as the extent to which they were based on cognition versus affect. We would then have participants select the adjectives that best described that newly-created attitude. If the normative values we obtained from judges for each adjective from Study 1 could be used to identify both the valence and the basis of the attitude we created for participants, this would further validate our approach and the EL itself. In addition, we sought to obtain further evidence of the dissociability of emotionality and extremity when predicting these created attitudes.

**Method**

**Participants**

Sixty-nine undergraduate students participated in partial fulfillment of a psychology course requirement or for payment. One participant was excluded for failing to follow instructions. A total of 68 participants remained for subsequent analyses.

**Procedure**

Participants began the experiment by reviewing a list of adjectives from the EL, with which they were asked to familiarize themselves for use later in the experiment. A representative subset of about half of our original adjectives was used to shorten the experiment’s overall length and simplify the participants’ task. This particular subset of adjectives was chosen in such a way so as to ensure coverage of the range of valence and emotionality present in the original EL. Given that the adjectives we included did not differ from those we did not include, we are, in essence, testing whether the general approach of obtaining normative ratings for valence and emotionality is appropriate and thereby validating the lexicon in its entirety.

After familiarizing themselves with this list, participants were then asked to consider their evaluation of an aquatic animal, the “lemphur,” which they would be reading about momentarily (Crites et al., 1994). They were told that after they had finished reading this passage describing the lemphur, they would be asked to choose two to five adjectives that describe their evaluation of the lemphur. They were also told they would be asked to indicate which one of those two to five adjectives best described their evaluation of the lemphur.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions in a 2 (basis: cognitive or affective) × 2 (valence: negative or positive) factorial design, each with a passage describing the fictitious lemphur. All passages were modified versions of their originals from Crites et al. (1994). The two passages that were designed to create cognitively-based attitudes described the lemphur in encyclopedic terms explaining that lemphurs, as one example, tend to deplete fish near coastal communities that are dependent on fishing (negative, cognitive passage) or that lemphurs were a source of material for both clothing products and nutrition (positive, cognitive passage). The two passages that

---

2 Comparison of the subset of adjectives used in this study with those not used revealed no differences in valence, extremity, or emotionality \((p > .31)\). Minimum and maximum values were also similar. As with the original list of EL adjectives, the adjectives chosen showed no association between emotionality and valence \((r(41) = -.06, p = .75)\) or extremity and valence \((r(41) = -.06, p = .70)\) and a comparable correlation between emotionality and extremity \((r(41) = .52, p < .001)\). See the Appendix for the specific adjectives used.

3 Each passage was modified in order to remove any use of words that were either included in the original EL or could be considered synonymous. This helped to ensure that individuals were not simply selecting adjectives that appeared in the passages and instead that selection was based on the underlying evaluation we created.
were designed to create affectively-based attitudes were short narratives each describing a swimmer’s encounter with a lemphur. In the affective, negative condition, the passage was of a swimmer being attacked, mutilated, and dismembered by a lemphur, whereas the affective, positive condition recounted a swimmer frolicking and soaring through the water with a lemphur.

Following the passage, participants selected the two to five adjectives that described their evaluation of the lemphur and then selected the adjective of those that best described their evaluation.

Results

Given that emotionality and valence ratings had been obtained in Study 1, each chosen adjective had normative values that could be imputed in its place. For instance, if participants chose the adjective “terrifying” to describe their evaluation of the lemphur, the word “terrifying” could then be looked up in the EL and be represented by two scores: valence (.72) and emotionality (7.50). These values could then be analyzed to understand participants’ underlying evaluations.

The data were analyzed in two ways. The first way was to simply average across all selected adjectives’ implied valence and emotionality to create a mean for each of these dimensions for each participant. The second way was to use just participants’ self-selected “best” adjective. Each of these approaches will be discussed in turn.

Average of the selected adjectives

To predict participants’ condition, and thus the nature of their attitude toward lemphurs, we utilized discriminant function analysis. Discriminant analysis works by combining predictors into latent variables – called functions – and then using these functions so as to minimize the misclassification of cases into their respective groups or conditions. The better these functions are at predicting each group, the more accurate the resulting classification will be. In this case, we began by predicting which of the four experimental conditions participants had experienced from their averaged valence and emotionality across the two to five adjectives they chose.

The discriminant analysis resulted in two functions, with valence and emotionality having their strongest loadings on separate functions (.98 & 1.00, respectively) and with little loading on the other variable’s function (.04 & -.21, respectively). Both the function associated with valence ($\chi^2(6) = 225.20, p < .001$) and that associated with emotionality ($\chi^2(2) = 66.44, p < .001$) contributed significantly to the prediction of condition. Of primary concern, however, was our adjectives’ overall effectiveness in discriminating between the conditions. Overall, the two functions combined were able to classify 70.6% of participants correctly. Simply comparing the two discriminant function analyses conducted, extremity’s ability to differentiate between the conditions was not as good as had been true of emotionality’s (70.6% versus 88.2%).

To directly test the differential ability of extremity and emotionality in predicting individuals’ attitudes and to further examine their separability, we then included all three variables – valence, extremity, and emotionality – in the same model. As a first indication of extremity and emotionality’s differentiation, the discriminant model resulted in three different functions: one most associated with valence (loading of .97), one most with extremity (.88), and one most with emotionality (.99). While valence was largely unrelated to extremity and emotionality (−.02 & .03, respectively), extremity and emotionality did show some association with each other (.48 & .14 on each other’s functions, respectively), as we would expect. Most importantly, the function associated with emotionality remained significant even when including extremity ($\chi^2(2) = 70.18, p < .001$) while the function associated with extremity fell to non-significance ($\chi^2(1) = 5.41, p > .05$). The overall percentage of participants correctly classified remained at 88.2%, no different than when including just valence and emotionality.

These results indicate that emotionality and extremity are separable and that, in the case of our lemphur passages, emotionality is the better predictor. Having set out to manipulate valence and attitude basis, not necessarily extremity, we would anticipate that these variables would be better predictors than extremity. For example, the adjective “useless” was often used to describe the lemphur that destroys coastal food sources while the word “awful” was often used to describe the lemphur that mutilated the swimmer. While these adjectives are nearly equivalent in extremity (−3.75), they differ markedly in their implied emotionality (4.25 versus 6.61, respectively) and therefore extremity would be best suited in discriminating between the passages in these cases.

Single best adjective

We also predicted participants’ condition using only the single adjective they selected as best describing their evaluation of lemphurs. The discriminant analysis again revealed two functions with valence and emotionality loading most heavily on separate functions (1.00 & .99) and not on the other (.03 & -.04, respectively). Both the function associated with valence ($\chi^2(6) = 152.01, p < .001$) and emotionality ($\chi^2(2) = 28.61, p < .001$) contributed significantly. Overall, the two

---

4 For readers who are interested, we also conducted a $2 \times 2$ (valence × attitude basis) analysis of variance (ANOVA) assessing the mean implied valence and emotionality of the adjectives participants selected in each condition. These results conceptually replicat-ed those provided by the discriminant analysis. More positive (negative) adjectives were used to describe individuals’ evaluations in the positive (negative) conditions and more emotional (cognitive) adjectives in the emotional (cognitive) conditions. See the Supplementary Materials for more detail.

5 Due apparently to their not understanding the instructions, six participants neglected to select a best adjective and, hence, could not be included in these analyses.
functions were able to predict 71.0% of participants’ original condition, 46.0% better than what would be expected by chance (25.0%).

We again assessed the ability of these single best adjectives in discriminating between positive and negative passages within the cognitive and affective passages. The implied valence of the single best adjective chosen by participants discriminated between passages for 100.0% of participants for the affective passages and 90.6% of participants for the cognitive passages.

The single best adjectives were also able to discriminate between attitude bases within a given valence. In the case of the both positive and negative passages, the discriminant analysis correctly classified 74.2% of participants.

Finally, as with using the averaging approach, when valence, extremity, and emotionality were entered into a model, the functions associated with valence and emotionality remained significant (ps < .001), while the function associated with extremity fell to non-significance.

Discussion

By experimentally manipulating both the valence and basis of individuals’ attitudes, this experiment demonstrated that our approach is able to measure the favorability of individuals’ attitudes and even the attitude’s source – whether it was based on cognition (an encyclopedic description of lemphurs) or affect (an emotionally evocative narrative of an individual’s encounter with a lemphur) – with good accuracy. These results held both when averaging the two to five adjectives that participants selected as descriptive of their attitude as well as when considering the adjective they identified as best representing their attitude, though the averaging method had greater overall accuracy.

Building on the results from Study 1, there was additional evidence that extremity and emotionality are related but separable. Using valence, extremity, and emotionality to predict individuals’ attitudes resulted in three distinct functions. As with Study 1, while the functions related to extremity and emotionality were associated, they were clearly separable. Furthermore, we found that emotionality was a better predictor of the source of individuals’ attitudes than was extremity, just as is to be expected given the focus on the manipulation of attitude basis.

This experiment also demonstrated one way in which our approach may be utilized. If researchers aim to measure individuals’ attitudes toward a given object, this can be done by asking participants to select adjectives from a pre-defined list and then using the normative ratings associated with these adjectives in order to assess the attitudes and their bases.

Having validated the utility of the EL, we can now begin to ask novel and interesting questions regarding attitude basis. One such question is how extremality and extremity separately relate to individuals’ summary attitudes. Past research has indicated that emotionality does relate to summary attitudes (e.g., Abelson et al., 1982; Lavine, Thomsen, Zanna, & Borgida, 1998; Haddock et al., 1993; Crites et al., 1994), but has not taken into account that extremality and emotionality are often confounded. Do attitude extremity and emotionality have separable effects when individuals seek to convey a rating that summarizes their attitude?

We can also assess cases in which individuals experience ambivalent reactions to an attitude object and ask how attitude basis informs summary judgments when positivity and negativity conflict. In other words, when people are ambivalent, does emotionality relate to how people navigate this ambivalence in either the positive or negative direction when they need to express a summary judgment? Again, past research has examined this issue, but has confounded emotionality and extremity (e.g., Lavine et al., 1998). We are in a unique position to answer these questions due to the EL’s ability to dissociate between emotionality and extremity.

Study 3

In Study 3 we were not only interested in further validating our measure, but also wanted to continue to demonstrate the value of the EL for addressing important theoretical questions regarding attitudes. To do so, we turned to a more naturalistic setting in which evaluative language is common. In particular, we analyzed product reviews from Amazon.com, which contained both text reviewing the product and reviewers’ overall summary rating of the product. Using this repository of data we can both validate the EL and answer theoretical questions — all within a context involving the natural use of language.

Method

Data

We made use of a database provided by Jindal and Liu (2008) who had used an automated script to extract 5.9 million product reviews from Amazon.com — representing all reviews written between the years of 1996 and 2006. These reviews spanned multiple domains all the way from media (e.g., music, movies, books) to more utilitarian products (e.g., furniture, vacuum cleaners, electric toothbrushes, blenders, computers, etc.) and were written by consumers interested in informing others about their experience with a given product. Each review contained a text portion where the reviewer wrote about the product, a text title for the review, and then the overall rating (out of five stars) the reviewer ultimately issued for the product.

To prepare the data for analyses, we programmed a procedure to select those reviews that contained any one of the EL adjectives and then calculate the number of times each adjective was used in a given review. We counted those adjectives that had common misspellings (e.g., “awsome”), but did not count those adjectives that were preceded by any sort of negation, either in single words or through longer phrases (e.g., wasn’t, isn’t, rarely, at no time, nothing about it was, etc.). Based on these criteria, 4.2 million reviews remained for subsequent analyses.

Due to Amazon.com’s product identification system, separating the different product types proved to be prohibitively difficult and therefore all product types were analyzed together.

The question may be raised as to any differences between those reviews that used one of the EL adjectives and those that did not. It would appear to be difficult to not use one of the 94 adjectives when directly evaluating a product. To better understand what these reviewers were writing about, we began by examining a random sample of reviews that used the EL adjectives versus those that did not. Those reviews that did not use one of the EL adjectives tended to be more descriptive of the product and its features and more concrete in nature. These reviews tended to heavily imply an evaluation based on how the product was described, but did not actually use an EL adjective. For example, one review that was representative of this approach wrote: “These [wine savers] just do not tightly fit the neck of any wine bottle I have tried them on. They barely reach the sides and do not form a proper seal. Look elsewhere.” Here the reviewer describes how the product works, or rather does not work, but does not go as far as to issue one of the EL adjectives to ascribe an evaluation. Though the reviewer did not state them, EL adjectives such as “bad,” “useless,” or “inferior” are heavily implied by this text. We then took a more quantitative approach in exploring the differences. First, we assessed how long, in number of words used, each review was. Reviews that used one of the EL adjectives were considerably longer ($M = 189$) than those that did not ($M = 106$; $t(5938566) = 595.94$, $p < .001$, $d = .53$), perhaps indicating greater involvement on the part of reviewers who used one of the EL adjectives. Another variable we examined was the extremity of reviewers’ final product ratings. To do so, we recoded the final product rating so that any deviation from the product rating’s midpoint (3 stars) was considered more extreme either in the positive direction or the negative direction. This approach resulted in a range of values from 0 to 2 representing extremity in either direction. Reviews using the EL adjectives were slightly less extreme ($M = 1.55$) compared to those that did not ($M = 1.63$; $t(5938566) = 140.54$, $p < .001$, $d = .13$). Thus, although the use of an adjective from the EL was associated with writing a lengthier review, the summary evaluation represented by the star rating was not more extreme.
Results

Further validation of the emotionality dimension

To further validate the EL, we can investigate whether verbs that commonly distinguish emotion from cognition actually accompany the different adjectives within the text of the reviews. Related to past research (e.g., Mayer & Tormala, 2010), three verbs were hypothesized to be particularly good at discriminating between the different attitude bases: “feel,” “think,” and “believe.” If some of the adjectives reflect an emotional basis, the word “feel” should be particularly likely to be used in conjunction with those more emotional adjectives. The less emotional adjectives, on the other hand, should be more likely accompanied by words indicating reasoning and logic, in this case “think” or “believe.”

To test this hypothesis we extracted those reviews that contained at least one of the EL adjectives and also used just “feel” versus just “think” and/or “believe.” In other words, we did not utilize those reviews that did not use any of those three words and did not include reviews that used both “feel” and “think” and/or “believe” simultaneously. After selecting reviews based on these criteria, 1.1 million remained for analysis.

For each review, we recorded whether or not a particular adjective was used and whether the word “feel” (versus “think” and/or “believe”) was used in that same review. We therefore had a count of the number of times a particular adjective was accompanied by “feel” versus “think” and/or “believe.” If it is true that some of the adjectives in the EL reflect an emotional basis more than others do, then the normative emotionality ratings for each adjective should correlate with the proportion of times that adjective is used with “feel” versus “think” and/or “believe.” To this end, we divided the number of times an adjective was used with “feel” by the total number of times that adjective was used in our filtered sample. This calculation resulted in the proportion of the time that an adjective was used with “feel,” while one minus this proportion represented the proportion of the time an adjective was used with “think” and/or “believe” (M = .28, SD = .04).

We then correlated this resulting proportion with the original normative emotionality ratings from Study 1. If it is the case that our adjectives correspond to a more or less emotional versus cognitive basis, then as the judged emotionality for each adjective increases the word “feel” should be used relatively more. That is exactly what we found: as the normative emotionality of our adjectives increased they were used relatively more frequently with “feel” as opposed to “think” or “believe” (r(92) = .32, p < .01). Conversely, this same result indicates that the adjectives implying a more cognitive basis were used relatively more frequently with “think” or “believe” as opposed to “feel.”

We can also ask whether this effect is specific to the implied attitude basis of the adjectives or if it also relates to their implied extremity. It is possible, for instance, that simply using more extreme adjectives may show a similar correlation with “feel” as we have seen that emotionality and extremity are related (Studies 1 & 2). The correlation of this proportion with extremity, however, was non-significant (r(92) = .09, p = .39). This finding indicates that the use of “feel” versus “think” and/or “believe” reflects the basis of an attitude rather than its extremity. This outcome makes sense as an adjective (e.g., wise) may be extremely positive, but is low on emotionality and may therefore be used less frequently with “feel.” These findings further indicate the separability of emotionality and extremity. They also serve to validate our adjectives as indicative of differential attitude bases, even within a context involving their naturalistic use.

Distinguishing univalent and ambivalent reviews

One way we can demonstrate the value of the EL is to utilize the adjectives themselves in order to distinguish between reviews that indicate univalent attitudes and those reviews that indicate ambivalent attitudes. In the Amazon reviews, reviewers sometimes provided an analysis that highlighted just the positive or the negative features of a product and therefore used only positive or only negative adjectives. Other times, however, reviewers highlighted both positive and negative features of the product and, hence, employed both positive and negative evaluative adjectives. The latter are likely to reflect some ambivalence about the product.

Thus, to assess ambivalence, we made a simple dichotomy between those reviews that were univalent – reviews that included only positive or only negative adjectives – and those that were ambivalent – reviews that included both positive and negative adjectives. On this basis, 3.4 million reviews, or 81% of the total, were classified as univalent, and 714,862 reviews, or 19% as ambivalent. This approach allowed us to ask specific questions regarding univalent and ambivalent attitudes separately. For instance, as demonstrated subsequently, we can fruitfully examine (a) how the adjectives used in univalent reviews relate to the extremity of the star ratings that the reviewers offer and (b) how the conflicting positivity and negativity in ambivalent attitudes is resolved when deciding upon and expressing a summary judgment.

To address the validity of this classification scheme, we compared the length of reviews we identified as ambivalent to the length of those identified as univalent. If it is the case that ambivalent reviewers are attempting to describe their reactions to a product that they view as having both positive and negative associations, then these reviewers may write relatively more about the product compared to those who have a more straight-forward, univalent evaluation. As hypothesized, reviews identified as ambivalent were nearly twice as long (M = 300 words) as those identified as univalent (M = 166 words, t(4161069) = 617.70, p < .001, d = .61).

Another way to validate this approach is to identify other words that would accompany ambivalence. In particular, we considered those words that denoted contrasting perspectives within a review: “but,” “although,” “despite,” “in spite of,” “even though,” “nevertheless,” “on the other hand,” “though,” and “however.” We reasoned that if it is the case that the reviews we identified are ambivalent, then there should be a greater number of contrast words in the ambivalent reviews compared to the univalent reviews. Confirming this hypothesis, we found that the ambivalent reviews (M = 2.77) contained a greater number of contrast words than did the univalent (M = 1.37; t(4161069) = 560.75, p < .001, d = .55).

Naturally, these two correlates of reviews classified as ambivalent versus univalent – word length and greater use of contrast words – were themselves related. Longer reviews included more contrast words (r(4161069) = .70, p < .001). It is possible that simply through the course of writing longer reviews, individuals may use a greater number of contrast words. If, however, using both positive and negative adjectives within the same review is indicative of ambivalence, we should still see a greater use of contrast words in the ambivalent reviews after statistically controlling for the length of the review. Indeed, a regression equation predicting the number of contrast statements in a review simultaneously from its length (B = 1.36, t(4161068) = 1878.37, p < .001) and its ambivalence status (B = .36, r(4161068) = 185.17, p < .001) revealed that the greater use of contrast words in ambivalent reviews held true, even when controlling for the total number of words used.

A final method to validate our approach to identifying ambivalence is to use reviewers’ overall product ratings. If it is the case that these reviews are relatively more ambivalent, reviewers’ final product ratings should also be more tempered, i.e., less extreme, given that they have conflicting evaluations of the product itself. To test this hypothesis, we recoded the overall product rating to denote extremity: any deviation from the product rating’s midpoint (3 stars) was considered more extreme either in the positive direction or the negative direction. This approach left us with a range of values from 0 to 2, with 2 representing
maximum extremity for either valence. Testing the ambivalent against the univalent reviews, we found that the ambivalent reviews \((M = 1.39)\) showed less extreme overall ratings compared to the univalent \((M = 1.58; t(4161069) = 223.30, p < .001, d = .22)\).

Together, these three findings suggest that the simultaneous use of both positive and negative adjectives when providing an evaluation of an attitude object represents underlying ambivalence. For those reviews we identified as ambivalent, reviewers were more likely to contrast one viewpoint against another, write longer reviews, and express more tempered summary ratings. Based on these findings, the EL provides a useful and simple tool for identifying and studying attitudinal ambivalence.

**Univalent reviews**

When they are composing their text regarding a product, reviewers typically comment on different aspects of the product itself (e.g., “the screen of the phone was good and the speaker quality was awesome”). Reviewers need to integrate these disparate aspects into a summary evaluation when they provide an overall rating for the product on the Amazon.com scale ranging from one (most negative) to five stars (most positive). The univalent reviews, on which we are currently focusing, had a mean star rating of 4.25 with a standard deviation of 1.15.

One way we can simultaneously validate the EL and provide an example of its usefulness is to examine our ability to predict reviewers’ overall summary ratings toward the different products from their naturalistic, text-based adjective use. This approach would also allow us to make novel theoretical contributions by assessing the extent to which valence, extremity, and emotionality have separable effects when individuals express a summary evaluation. Although past research has indicated that attitude basis is related to summary evaluations (e.g., Abelson et al., 1982; Lavine, Thomsen, Zanna, & Borgida, 1998; Haddock et al., 1993; Crites et al., 1994), this research has not taken into account the covariation we have noted between extremity and emotionality. Furthermore, these past studies have typically investigated a rather restricted range of attitude objects. Given the incredible variety of products the Amazon reviews provide us, we can investigate the effects of extremity and attitude basis with greater confidence that any observed findings are not limited to a small number of attitude objects.

To begin our analyses, we quantified the text of each univalent review by creating a weighted average relevant to each of the variables of interest. Specifically, each review was analyzed for how many times each of the EL adjectives was used, including if an adjective was used more than once in a given review. These counts were then multiplied by each adjective’s normative ratings (valence, extremity, and emotionality) as indexed in the EL. Finally, this resulting number was divided by the number of times one of the EL adjectives appeared in that review. Take the following sentences as an example: “This product was amazing. I thought the camera lens was nice and the design was appealing. The photos were simply amazing.”

The underlined adjectives have normative emotionality ratings of 6.59, 5.53, and 5.38, respectively. The emotionality index for this review would therefore be: \((2 \times 6.59 + 1 \times 5.53 + 1 \times 5.38) / 4 = 6.02\) (see Dodds & Danforth, 2010, for a similar calculation). This same equation was also used with both the valence and extremity implied by reviewers’ adjective use. This approach allowed us to use all possible adjectives in the text and to account for those adjectives that were used by the reviewer multiple times, thereby suggesting that such an adjective may be all the more indicative of a reviewer’s attitude toward the product.

As an initial step, we assessed the associations between extremity and emotionality within these univalent reviews. This correlation is all the more interesting as we are now assessing the actual use of the adjectives in natural text. It is entirely possible that not all adjectives are used as frequently as one another in a naturalistic context. This differential frequency could result in a correlation that differs from that obtained in the normative ratings examined in Study 1.

The approach in Study 1 gave equal “weight” to each adjective. In the present context, each adjective’s impact upon the correlation varies as a function of the frequency with which it appears in the reviews. What we found, however, was a replication of the effect in Study 1 as emotionality and extremity showed a moderate association across reviews \((r(3446208) = .64, p < .001)\). Again, this result demonstrates the relation and separability of emotionality and extremity, even in natural text.

Turning our attention now to our primary analysis predicting reviewers’ summary ratings, while it seems evident that reviewers would be unlikely to use positive adjectives when reviewing a product toward which they have developed a negative attitude – and vice-versa – it remains to be seen whether the implied extremity of the adjectives that reviewers use also contributes to the prediction of their summary ratings. It will be even more telling if the implied attitude basis (i.e., the emotionality of the adjectives that are used) also plays a role above-and-beyond valence and extremity. The effects of extremity and emotionality should vary as a function of valence: more implied extremity or emotionality in a positive adjective should predict more extreme positive ratings while these same variables should predict more extreme negative ratings for negative adjectives.

Thus, we used valence, extremity, emotionality, and two two-way interactions, valence by extremity and valence by emotionality, to predict the summary ratings. Although both the extremity and emotionality variables could be entered into the model without alteration, the valence variable required greater consideration. Specifically, because extremity was directly calculated from the valence ratings provided by the judges in Study 1, these variables begin to overlap as soon as the direction of the extremity is identified as either positive or negative. Due to this redundancy, the valence variable was dummy coded: if the valence score for any given review was greater than the midpoint of the original normative scale (i.e., greater than 4.5), then the review was categorized as positive and coded as 1; otherwise, it was categorized as negative and coded as 0. In essence, then, the valence variable acts to define whether the implied extremity and emotionality is in terms of positivity or negativity.

As predicted, the two two-way interactions were significant in a regression analysis predicting star ratings. The valence by extremity \((B = .29, t(3446209) = 119.72, p < .001)\) and valence by emotionality \((B = .13, t(3446209) = 58.10, p < .001)\) interactions indicated that as the implied extremity or emotionality of the adjectives within reviewers’ text increased, the extremity of their summary evaluation also increased (see Fig. 1).9 All simple slopes were significant \((ps < .001)\).10 In essence, increased extremity and emotionality in the text of the reviews predicted greater polarization of summary judgments. The effect of extremity was such that the difference between the reviews that used the least extreme positive adjectives to those with the most extreme positive adjectives was over one full star rating. Increasingly extreme negative reviews yielded a
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9. The analysis also revealed a significant three-way interaction between valence, extremity, and emotionality \((B = −.02, t(3446207) = 21.31, p < .001)\). However, as is apparent from the very small \(B\), the interaction accounted for negligible variance. Moreover, graphing this interaction failed to reveal any meaningful difference from what was evident on the basis of just the two-way interactions.

10. As the reader may have noticed from the mean of the product ratings, Amazon.com reviews are heavily skewed; there are many more positive than negative reviews. Due to this skew and possible concerns of non-normality, we wanted to make sure our results were robust across methods of analysis. We proceeded by taking just those reviews that were maximally negative (1-star; \(n = 204,651\)) and an equivalently-sized random sample of those that were maximally positive (5-star; \(n = 204,739\)). We then repeated the original analyses using logistic regression to predict whether a review was positive or negative. All analyses were fully replicated using this alternative method \((ps < .001)\). It therefore appears that the skewness of the data did not adversely affect the results using all reviews.
change of about 1/4 of a star rating. A similar pattern was found with emotionality such that a shift from the reviews that used the least toward the most emotional adjectives, despite holding extremity constant, represented a change of about 1/3 of a star rating. Past research has shown that consumers’ purchasing decisions are influenced by Amazon’s product rating system. Increases or decreases in average star ratings for a particular product on Amazon.com are directly related to later increases or decreases in sales, even while holding changes in sales at other related websites constant (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; see also Luca, 2011). Thus, the differences in star ratings we note here can affect which product consumers purchase and, hence, the revenue of a business.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, although it appears implied emotionality has a similar effect on each valence, extremity appears to be particularly important for positive reviews. One point on the regression line to take notice of is the positive review at low extremity (see Fig. 1, Panel A). This point estimate appears to be quite low compared to the results for positive emotionality, for example, while all the other point estimates are fairly similar. One reason for this might be the way products are released into the market. It is very rare for companies to release products that are completely terrible given that each product must usually pass a number of requirements to even reach the marketplace. This may explain why there are fewer outright negative reviews on Amazon.com. It would also help to explain the lower point estimate for less extreme positive reviews. In essence, reviewers are using words like “acceptable” or “adequate” when they are reviewing these products, both of which are low on positive extremity. For products that have made it beyond companies’ initial testing, these reviews may actually indicate quite lukewarm evaluations at best and therefore may reflect particularly low summary ratings.

Overall, these findings demonstrate the ability of the normative valence, extremity, and emotional valence and as a function of valence. Regression lines relating the implied extremity of the adjectives in a review as a function of valence. Values on the x-axis range from roughly the minimum to the maximum values within the sample.

Ambivalent reviews

As mentioned above, we also identified ambivalent reviews on the basis of the reviewers using both positive and negative adjectives. This approach resulted in 714,862 reviews, 19% of the total; they received a mean summary rating of 3.70 with a standard deviation of 1.40. Given that these reviews reflect ambivalence on the part of reviewers, we can also use these data to further demonstrate the EL’s usefulness and its ability to contribute to social psychological theory regarding attitudes. When composing their reviews, individuals who use both positive and negative adjectives are essentially indicating that some aspects of the product are positive, but that others are negative. They therefore are required to come to some sort of resolution if they wish to offer a single summary evaluation. To date, there has been relatively little work assessing how different aspects of attitudes (e.g., their basis) are related to how individuals resolve their ambivalent reactions when expressing a single summary evaluation. For instance, when positive and negative valence conflict, does having one valence based more on effect from the other relate to the individual’s decision to communicate a particular summary evaluation? If such a role for affectively-based valence exists, does it hold above-and-beyond the extremity of that valence? Finally, what role does focusing on one valence more than another play in these relationships? We are able to address these questions with the EL.

To our knowledge there is only one finding assessing this issue in the literature (Lavine et al., 1998). In this particular study, the researchers analyzed a pre-existing database of attitudes toward presidential candidates for the 1980 to 1992 presidential elections. Respondents had been asked to indicate whether a candidate had ever evoked within them a particular emotion or not (e.g., hopeful, proud, angry, afraid), to what extent their attitude basis was positive or negative. This analysis also replicated the findings reported above.
extent a candidate exhibited a given trait (e.g., moral, knowledgeable, dishonest, weak) — “cognition” — and their overall summary evaluation of each candidate. The researchers found that when affect and cognition conflicted, affect tended to better predict overall evaluations). As noted earlier, these results are ambiguous as emotionality and extremity tend to be confounded. Furthermore, this past research limited its consideration of ambivalence to conflicting affective and cognitive reactions. In contrast, the EL provides us with the added benefit of allowing ambivalence to be defined simply as the expression of both positivity and negativity, which could assume any form (e.g., negative affect versus positive affect, negative cognition versus positive cognition, etc.). In addition, this research focused on a single, special type of attitude object (people), who we know to be judged in ways that are quite different than other attitude objects (e.g., Skowronski & Carlston, 1989). The extent to which other attitude objects are assessed similarly is an interesting and open question. Finally, because reviewers are free to express their evaluation in any way they choose, we also have the unique ability to assess which valence reviewers are focusing on by their own accord.

As with univalent reviews, we sought to predict reviewers’ overall summary evaluation of the products from the valence, extremity, and emotionality implied within their reviews. For the ambivalent reviews, however, we required additional variables as the reviews communicate both positive and negative extremity and emotionality. Indeed, our primary question was how ambivalence is resolved into a single summary judgment when positivity and negativity conflict.

To create the needed variables, we began by categorizing adjectives as either positive or negative as indicated above. For both extremity and emotionality we then created a weighted average – using the same approach as we did for univalent reviews – for all positive adjectives within the review and then a separate weighted average for all the negative adjectives. This resulted in four variables for each review: positive and negative extremity as well as positive and negative emotionality. We were additionally interested in how focusing on one valence versus the other mattered. For example, did it matter if a reviewer used three positive adjectives and one negative? Furthermore, did this focus variable interact with our other variables of interest? Is it possible, for instance, that giving greater weight to positivity but having negativity based more in emotionality may lead individuals to navigate their ambivalence differently than if they give equal focus to each valence. To that end we created two additional variables counting the number of positive and negative adjectives used in each review as a measure of valence focus.

As our question concerned how people go about constructing summary evaluations when positivity and negativity conflict, we created three difference variables between positivity and negativity from the six variables we generated previously. Specifically, we subtracted negative extremity from positive extremity, negative emotionality from positive emotionality, and the number of negative adjectives from the number of positive adjectives.

After creating these three difference variables, we standardized and then entered them into a regression equation, with their interactions, to predict reviewers’ summary product ratings. The effects of the valence focus ($B = .27$, $t(714854) = 153.34$, $p < .001$), extremity ($B = .22$, $t(714854) = 106.76$, $p < .001$), and emotionality ($B = .05$, $t(714854) = 25.57$, $p < .001$) difference variables were all significant. Ratings were more positive when the reviewer used more positive than negative adjectives. They also were more positive when the positive adjectives that were used implied greater extremity than the extremity implied by the negative adjectives that were used. Thus, ambivalent reactions were resolved in the direction of the valence that received more frequent mention and the valence associated with the greater extremity.

Even more theoretically interesting, however, was that these results were also true of emotionality: the more emotionally-based either valence was, the more likely this valence was to dominate when reviewers provided a final summary evaluation. This effect of emotionality was seen over-and-above the focus on each valence and its implied extremity. These results become particularly noteworthy when one considers the words that are being used. For example, although “useful” and “enjoyable” are fairly similar in their implied positive extremity (2.82), they differ considerably in their implied emotional basis (3.14 and 6.77, respectively). Thus, an object that an individual describes using the more cognitive adjective “useful” may essentially lose the competition when the individual also describes it with a more emotional, negative adjective of the same extremity (e.g., “ridiculous,” which has an implied emotionality rating of 5.11). However, if “enjoyable” were to be pitted against “ridiculous,” the greater emotionality of “enjoyable” would be enough to shift the summary evaluation in a more positive direction.

An extremity by emotionality interaction also was evident ($B = -.06$, $t(714854) = 39.82$, $p < .001$; see Fig. 2). Although the valence with greater implied extremity dominates, this effect is attenuated when the positive valence is associated with greater emotionality. It appears that more positive emotionality benefits an object associated with greater negative extremity (i.e., 1 SD below the mean for differential extremity; $B = .11$, $t(714858) = 44.44$, $p < .001$). However, more negative emotionality did not similarly degrade an object associated with positive extremity (i.e., 1 SD above the mean; $B = -.004$, $t(714858) = 1.63$, $p = .10$).12

Discussion

In Study 3 we looked to further validate our approach as well as demonstrate its ability to contribute to practical and theoretical issues, this time outside of the lab using natural text. To begin, using those Amazon.com reviews that included at least one of the adjectives from the EL, we showed that adjectives that implied a greater emotional basis were used relatively more with the word “feel” while adjectives that implied a less emotional basis were used relatively more with the words “think” or “believe.” This further validates the EL adjectives by demonstrating that those adjectives that implied an emotional basis are indeed accompanied by words indicating the reviewer’s attitude was more based on affect while those that implied a less emotional basis were accompanied by words indicating the reviewer’s attitude was more based on cognition.

We then demonstrated the EL’s usefulness in identifying and then analyzing univalent and ambivalent reviews. We identified reviews as ambivalent if they used both the EL’s positive and negative adjectives. To validate this classification, we then compared these reviews to those we had identified as univalent based on their using just positive or just negative adjectives. Ambivalent reviews were more likely to contain words that denoted contrasting opinions than did univalent reviews, were longer than univalent reviews, and were associated with less extreme, more tempered summary ratings. All of these characteristics further validate our approach in identifying ambivalence within the current sample, but also point to its usefulness for future studies investigating ambivalence.

As a next step we then analyzed just those reviews that expressed a univalent attitude (i.e., those reviews that used just positive or just negative adjectives). We found that the valence, extremity, and emotionality ratings implied by the reviewers’ adjective use in their main text

---

12 As with the univalent reviews, we again had the opportunity to conceptually replicate our results using the titles of the ambivalent reviews. When predicting the valence of the title of the reviews, all the effects reported for the body of ambivalent reviews were replicated. Furthermore, we replicated the two-way interaction between differential extremity and emotionality. As before, more positive emotionality benefitted an object associated with greater negative extremity (extremity 1 SD below the mean; $B = .27$, $t(170458) = 31.40$, $p < .001$). This time, however, greater negative emotionality significantly degraded an object associated with positive extremity, albeit to a lesser degree than the other simple slope (extremity 1 SD above the mean; $B = .07$, $t(170458) = 7.76$, $p < .001$). See the Supplementary Materials for more detail.
predicted their summary evaluation of each product in meaningful ways. Specifically, the more reviewers used adjectives in the text that implied extremity or emotionality, the more polarized their summary ratings were of the products they were reviewing. We obtained results using just the titles that reviewers provided for their reviews, thereby increasing confidence in the original results and extending them to shorter-length text (see Footnote 11 and the Supplementary Materials). Taken together, these results further validate our general approach as implied valence, extremity, and emotionality all predicted reviewers’ summary evaluations. They also provide an initial demonstration of the EL’s practical value as it provided sensible results using natural text outside of the lab. This means that attitudes can be fruitfully measured using available natural-text repositories where new and interesting hypotheses can potentially be tested. Finally, the present findings support the theoretical proposition that emotionality and extremity are separable and also that attitude basis matters above-and-beyond the effects of extremity.

As a final step, we asked an additional theoretical question of our data: when their reactions include both positive and negative aspects, how do individuals resolve this conflict into a final summary evaluation? Our results indicate that, on average, valence focus, extremity, and emotionality all relate to the overall summary that reviewers communicate. Whichever valence is mentioned more frequently, and whichever implies the greater extremity or emotionality is the valence that is more likely to dominate when individuals need to resolve their ambivalence in order to express a single summary evaluation. The effect of emotionality is particularly noteworthy given that the model controlled for both valence focus and extremity. We demonstrated this pattern of findings both using the body of the text to predict final star ratings as well as with analyses of the titles of the reviews (see footnote 12 and the Supplementary Materials). These results again demonstrate the separability of extremity and emotionality. Furthermore, as opposed to past research on ambivalence resolution and attitude basis which focused solely on judgments regarding people, we showed that the effects of extremity and emotionality occur across an extremely wide variety of attitude objects.

An additional point we wish to make is that although we separated the reviews into those that were univalent and those that were ambivalent in order to address distinct theoretical questions, researchers wishing to use the EL to analyze natural text have a multitude of possible ways to approach their data. It certainly is not necessary to treat the two classes of reviews separately. Values can be imputed for all the adjectives that appear in an ambivalent review and then averaged to form a single implied valence and implied emotionality score as we did for the univalent reviews. Doing so with the current data produced outcomes like those we had obtained with the univalent reviews. The greater both the average extremity and emotionality of the adjectives in the reviews, the more polarized their summary star ratings tended to be. Thus researchers have the ability to consider univalent and ambivalent reviews simultaneously if that is more suitable to their aims.

### General Discussion

The aims of the present research were to examine the implications of the multitude of adjectives that language provides for expressing evaluations and to then leverage this language to make novel theoretical contributions. The research findings indicate that the adjectives individuals use when describing their reactions to a given object provide important information regarding their attitudes toward that object. As such, this research validates an approach to measuring different aspects of attitudes through language use. In particular, we provided a tool – the Evaluative Lexicon – that allows researchers to index the valence, extremity, and basis of individuals’ attitudes through their use of adjectives.

In Study 1, we created a broad list of adjectives that fit a number of important prerequisites. After creating this list we asked judges to rate the adjectives on their implied valence and implied emotionality. These normative ratings provide the substance of the EL for use in future research.

In Study 2, we validated our approach by experimentally creating attitudes within a laboratory setting and then having participants select those adjectives that best described their evaluation. We were able to predict the basis of the newly-created attitudes at a very high rate from individuals’ adjective use. This outcome was true both for valence as well as the actual source, or basis, of the attitude – whether it was an encyclopedic-like description of the attributes of the attitude object or an emotional narrative passage involving the target object. This experiment builds on Study 1 by demonstrating that not only can individuals rate the adjectives meaningfully, but that they can also use them to express their attitudes and their attitudes’ bases.

In Study 3, we sought to validate our approach in a different setting and then to further demonstrate its ability to advance social psychological theory regarding attitudes using a natural-text repository of product reviews from Amazon.com. Even with individuals outside of the lab who were unconstrained to selecting a limited number of adjectives, our results demonstrated that the normative ratings obtained from judges in Study 1 were meaningfully associated with a number of important phenomena. For instance, we found that the more emotional adjectives were associated with reviewers using the word “feel” while the less emotional, cognitive adjectives were used with “think” and “believe.”

Study 3 also allowed us to address novel theoretical questions about attitudes. We showed that an attitude’s basis matters for both univalent and ambivalent attitudes above-and-beyond attitude extremity. Univalent attitudes show more polarized summary evaluations when based more on emotion, over and above the effects of extremity. When reviewers expressed ambivalent reactions to a product, the valence associated with greater extremity tended to govern the summary evaluation that the reviewer communicated. Thus, when positivity and negativity conflicted, the valence based more on emotionality won the day. Again, this effect of emotionality held over-and-above other important constructs such as valence focus and extremity, and it was present across an extremely wide variety of attitude objects. Past research has not accounted for the simultaneous effects of emotionality and extremity, has limited ambivalence to occur between affect and cognition, and has tended to focus on evaluations of people, who we know to be a special kind of attitude object (e.g., Skowronski & Carlston, 1989).

Throughout all three studies, we have thus found empirical support for the hypothesis that attitude extremity and emotionality, although...
related, are separable. For instance, Study 2 revealed that the source of the attitudes we created in the lab was better predicted by emotionality rather than extremity. Study 3, on the other hand, demonstrated that both extremity and emotionality can have simultaneous effects. This article begins the process of distinguishing between extremity and emotionality. It will be the task of future research, then, to further illuminate the effects of attitude basis apart from extremity and vice-versa. It is our hope that our initial demonstration here will spur further interest in this vein.

Though other tools exist to quantify text, our approach is considerably different than those that currently exist. Of these, the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker, Booth, & Francis, 2007) system is the most well-known and popular in psychology. One major difference lies with the original purpose of LIWC. Specifically, LIWC was created to analyze the positive and negative emotion words that individuals wrote (e.g., “distraught,” “upset,” “happy”) and how these related to future well-being (e.g., Pennebaker, 1993). As such, LIWC tends to concentrate on expressed emotions rather than individuals’ description and evaluations of different objects. Given these different aims, LIWC does not contain about one-third (31%) of our adjectives. A t-test of those words that LIWC does (Mextremity = 3.19; Memotionality = 6.57) and does not include (Mextremity = 2.74; Memotionality = 5.71) revealed that those words that are not included in LIWC tend to imply less extremity and emotionality (e.g., “beneficial,” “appealing,” “mediocre,” “harmful.” ps < .01). These results make sense given LIWC’s aim and history of concentrating on expressed emotionality and not on attitudes and their different aspects. A second major difference between our approach and LIWC is that LIWC quantifies text using a count of how frequently particular words are used. This frequency calculation is then associated with outcomes of interest. Our approach, on the other hand, began with existing theory on attitude bases and utilizes normative ratings concerning the connotations of each evaluative adjective. As such, these two approaches are very different.

The current research also extends existing methods of measuring attitudes and their bases and we believe our approach is characterized by a number of advantages. First, the EL does not require individuals to introspect separately on either the characteristics of the object or their feelings toward it. Past methods required that participants explicitly focus on the different possible bases (i.e., cognitive versus affective) one-by-one. Instead, we are able to ask individuals a single question, “which of the following adjectives best describe your attitude toward this object?”, and the respondents have the freedom to simply use those adjectives that best represent their evaluations, without the need to consider a directive to focus on either their affective or cognitive reactions.

Second, our approach is less susceptible to the possibility of missing data. When using the open-ended approach to measuring attitude bases, for instance, researchers can lose data when participants are unable to list any reactions to the given attitude object.

Third, our approach enhances the ease with which individuals can complete the measure and therefore increases efficiency in terms of time for researchers. Indeed, participants need not list their own reactions nor complete multiple scales for the same attitude object. Instead, they can select even just a single adjective and this adjective can, in turn, represent multiple variables.

Fourth, our approach allows researchers to consider a given attitude and assess its basis. Both the more open-ended and closed approaches to measuring attitude bases have required separate subscales to measure the different bases and have relied on “relativizing” the attitude and its basis to other attitudes that are also being measured (e.g., Crits et al., 1994; Eagly et al., 1994; Haddock et al., 1993). This relativizing can proceed in a number of different ways but often is done by either regressing the subscales onto individuals’ summary evaluations or z-scoring the subscales and computing absolute difference scores (see Eagly et al., 1994 and See, Petty, & Fabrigar, 2008 for examples). Thus, researchers can infer only that an individual tended to have an attitude that was based relatively more on affect (or cognition) than another participant or, if a within-subject orientation was pursued, that an attitude toward a given object was based relatively more on affect (or cognition) compared to the individual’s other attitudes (e.g., Huskinson & Haddock, 2004; See et al., 2008). The approaches make it difficult for a researcher to measure a single attitude from a participant and know whether that attitude is based more on affect or cognition. We avoid these issues by imputing our knowledge of the connotations of the adjectives that individuals use to describe their attitudes. We do not need to pursue any “relativizing” calculations, but instead can infer the attitude basis from the position of the adjective within the EL. When a person uses an adjective such as “awesome” to describe their evaluation of an object, the EL informs us that the evaluation implies emotionality.

Finally, as demonstrated in Study 3, our method allows for researchers to test practical and theoretical questions both within a laboratory setting and through natural text use within a diversity of settings. The present research also illustrates the power of language in regard to attitudes. We find it remarkable that the English language’s adjectives allow individuals to communicate such nuances regarding their evaluations. Not only do people recognize these nuances when explicitly asked to analyze the adjectives (Study 1), but they can use them fruitfully in the lab (Study 2) as well as in natural text (Study 3). Although our focus was on putting forth the EL and demonstrating its ability to measure the separate influences of valence, extremity, and emotionality, it is easy to envision other ways these adjectives could be quantified in the future, e.g., the extent to which an adjective seems related to issues of morality (e.g., Skitka, Bauman, & Sargis, 2005), the extent to which it implies active approach-avoidance versus passive acceptance, or the extent to which it suggests a past, current, or future orientation. It is our hope that bringing researchers’ attention to this opportunity may generate further progress in using language to measure different aspects of attitudes and thus expand the lexicon.

Future directions

Given that one of this paper’s main aims was to develop a tool to measure attitudes across a number of different domains, we believe that the results provided here represent a starting point for a wealth of future research. One interesting branch of future research would be to see how others perceive individuals or text that uses these adjectives. For example, if individuals use more emotional adjectives to describe different attitude objects, is this apparent to people interacting with or reading statements by these individuals? What effects does this have on the recipient of the information? In terms of products like those in our Amazon.com study, it is possible that less emotional and more extreme adjectives may increase the perceived usefulness of the information. These kinds of adjectives may represent more thoughtful, attribute-based evaluations of products (e.g., use of the words “wise” or “beneficial”) compared to their emotional counterparts, which may then be perceived as more subjective and idiosyncratic.

In terms of attitudinal ambivalence, while we showed in Study 3 that the number of positive and negative adjectives used, their implied extremity, and their implied emotionality all matter when resolving ambivalence, it is possible this is mostly true under low time constraint. In other words, when writing their product reviews, Amazon reviewers have ample time to come to an understanding of how to resolve their ambivalence. It may be possible, however, that when they are required to make a judgment quickly, individuals may rely on certain aspects of their attitudes to a greater extent than others (e.g., relying more on the emotional basis and less on extremity).

These and many other questions can be fruitfully addressed in future research employing the Evaluative Lexicon. What we find particularly exciting is the ability of the Evaluative Lexicon to test new hypotheses in both laboratory research and natural-text repositories across a wide range of domains.
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Appendix

Table A1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Valence M</th>
<th>Valence SD</th>
<th>Extremity M</th>
<th>Extremity SD</th>
<th>Emotional M</th>
<th>Emotional SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foolish*</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridiculous</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorrowsful*</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriate</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troublesome*</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dislikable</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhealthy*</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpleasant*</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saddingen*</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior*</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con*</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsafe*</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annoying*</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angering</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irritating*</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stupid</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frightening</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmful*</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangerous*</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative*</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undesirable*</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disturbing</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appalling</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressing</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useless*</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgusting</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrifying*</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickenning</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horrible</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awful*</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossome</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreadful*</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrible</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repulsive*</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>7.02</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthless*</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hateful</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *= adjective included in Study 2.

Appendix A: Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jesp.2014.10.005.
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